
Callan McNamara

Fullstack Developer

Contact

0452 530 192
callan.mcnamara@gmail.com

Education

University of Sydney BSci
Math and Comp Sci Major

Skills

Python, Java, C, SQL
React/TypeScript, HTML,
CSS
AWS infrastructure
management
Interviewing and
Mentoring

Extra Curricular

Slacklining
2016 – Present

I am an avid slackliner, for
leisure and meditation.

World Tour
2018

An extended vacation
visiting as many countries as
possible in an 8 month
period.

Game Jams
2018-Present

Making games for fun in a
limited amount of time,
check me out on itch.

About Me

I am a Southern Highlands based fullstack developer with 10
years of industry experience. My special interest is in writing and
maintaining web apps, I have a strong focus on web technology
and am driven by building elegant solutions to interesting
problems.

Experience

Founder
Exeter Web Services 2020
I recently moved to the Southern Highlands and have started up
Exeter Web Services, a bespoke WebDev company focusing on
local businesses.

Senior Software Engineer
Veyor, Sydney 2019
I joined Veyor as a fullstack developer to expand the feature set
of their construction logistics web app. My main focus was
codebase cleanliness and adding features in response to
customer feedback. While there I was heavily involved in the
interview process.

Senior Software Engineer
Canva, Sydney 2015-2018
I worked as a backend developer on the Marketplace team and a
lead on the Billing team. For most of my time at Canva I was
heavily involved in interviewing and mentoring new engineers.
My major projects included launching a new billing system, re-
implementing the image licensing backend and decreasing
spam signup rates.

Software Engineer
Google, Mountain View 2014-2015
I worked as a backend engineer on the MyMaps team
maintaining their custom metadata store. I participated in on-
call and release duties and responded to several production
issues. I was a key player in the cross team effort to launch Maps
for Google Drive.

University Tutor
University of Sydney 2011-2014
I tutored for the �rst year courses Intro to Programming and
Datastructures and Algorithms, and the second year course
Database Systems.

Associate Software Engineer
Zeptonics, Sydney 2011-2013
I worked on the command line interface for a low latency switch
used in high frequency trading.
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